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(54) A SYSTEM FOR DETECTING THE PRESENCE OF EMISSION VAPORS FOR AIRCRAFT USING 
A COMPOSITE VISUAL IMAGE

(57) A system is provided for generating an alert to
the presence of emission vapors for a low altitude in-flight
aircraft. An obstacle database and a terrain database
provide parameters for obstacles and terrain features to
a synthetic vision processor. The processor creates a
graphic overlay of the terrain and obstacles that is com-
bined with thermal images of emission vapors by a com-
bined vision processor to create a combined synthetic
image. An emissions threat calculator analyzes the syn-
thetic image for the presence of emission vapors. If any
emission vapors are detected in proximity to the aircraft,
an alert and suggested maneuvers to avoid the emission
vapors are sent to the aircraft.
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Description

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a sys-
tem for an aircraft to detect emission vapors, and more
particularly to a system for detecting the presence of
emission vapors that can affect aircraft operations, using
a composite visual image.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Helicopters are commonly used to service off-
shore oil rigs. The helicopters are used to ferry supplies
and personnel both to and from these facilities. Industrial
facilities may vent emission vapors and gases during nor-
mal operations. Many petrochemical facilities such as
offshore oil rigs, oil and gas drilling sites and petrochem-
ical facilities will vent excess and byproduct gases or va-
pors to a "flare" system. The flare may or may not burn
the excess gases. In either event, the gases or vapors
could potentially be a hazard to an aircraft.
[0003] Accordingly, it is desirable to provide a system
for detecting the presence of emission vapors that may
affect an aircraft’s operation.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0004] In one embodiment, a system is disclosed for
generating an alert to the presence of emission vapors
for a low altitude in-flight aircraft, comprising: an obstacle
database containing parameters of obstacles in proximity
to the aircraft; a terrain database containing parameters
of terrain in proximity to the aircraft; a synthetic vision
processor that creates a graphic overlay of the terrain
and the obstacles based on the parameters in the obsta-
cle database and the terrain database; an imaging cam-
era that creates a thermal image of emission vapors de-
tected in proximity to the aircraft; a combined vision proc-
essor that combines the graphic overlay with the thermal
image of the emission vapors to create a combined syn-
thetic image; an emissions threat calculator which ana-
lyzes for the presence of emission vapors in proximity to
the aircraft based on the combined synthetic image, cur-
rent environmental conditions in proximity to the aircraft,
and characteristics of the emission vapors; an alert sys-
tem that alerts the aircraft to the presence of emission
vapors detected by the emissions threat calculator; and
an advisory system that cues the pilot of the aircraft with
suggested maneuvers to avoid the emission vapors.
[0005] In another embodiment, a method is disclosed
for generating an alert to the presence of emission vapors
for a low altitude in-flight aircraft, comprising: retrieving
obstacle parameters for obstacles in proximity to the air-
craft from an obstacle database; creating a graphic over-
lay based on the obstacle parameters using a synthetic
vision processor; retrieving images of emission vapors
in proximity to the aircraft from an imaging camera;
combining the graphic overlay with the images of emis-
sion vapors to create a synthetic image with a combined

vision processor; analyzing the synthetic image for the
presence of emission vapors in proximity to the aircraft
with an exhaust threat calculator; generating an alert for
the aircraft if emission vapors are detected within a threat
zone to the aircraft created by the exhaust threat calcu-
lator; and suggesting avoidance maneuvers for the air-
craft to avoid the threat zone to the aircraft.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] The exemplary embodiments will hereinafter be
described in conjunction with the following drawing fig-
ures, wherein like numerals denote like elements, and
wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing system compo-
nents that create a composite visual image of emis-
sion vapors in proximity to an aircraft in accordance
with an exemplary embodiment;

FIG. 2a is a thermal image of a plume of emission
vapors from an offshore oil platform taken from a
forward-looking infrared (FLIR) system in accord-
ance with another exemplary embodiment;

FIG. 2b is a combined synthetic image (CVS) will an
overlay of the thermal image of a plume of emission
vapors from an offshore oil platform shown in FIG.
2b in accordance with another exemplary embodi-
ment; and

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing a method for creating
a composite visual image of emission vapors in prox-
imity to an aircraft in accordance with another exem-
plary embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] The following detailed description is merely ex-
emplary in nature and is not intended to limit the invention
or the application and uses of the invention. As used here-
in, the word "exemplary" means "serving as an example,
instance, or illustration." Thus, any embodiment de-
scribed herein as "exemplary" is not necessarily to be
construed as preferred or advantageous over other em-
bodiments. All of the embodiments described herein are
exemplary embodiments provided to enable persons
skilled in the art to make or use the invention and not to
limit the scope of the invention which is defined by the
claims. Furthermore, there is no intention to be bound by
any expressed or implied theory presented in the pre-
ceding technical field, background, brief summary, or the
following detailed description.
[0008] It should be understood that throughout the
drawings, corresponding reference numerals indicate
like or corresponding parts and features. As used herein,
the term module refers to any hardware, software,
firmware, electronic control component, processing log-
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ic, and/or processor device, individually or in any combi-
nation, including without limitation: application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC), an electronic circuit, a proces-
sor module (shared, dedicated, or group) and memory
module that executes one or more software or firmware
programs, a combinational logic circuit, and/or other suit-
able components that provide the described functionality.
[0009] A system for generating an alert to the presence
of emission vapors for low-flying aircraft has been devel-
oped. With reference to FIG. 1, a block diagram is shown
for a system 100 on board the aircraft that creates a com-
posite visual image of emission vapors in proximity to an
aircraft in accordance with some embodiments. The sys-
tem 100 includes a terrain database and an obstacle da-
tabase 102 that provide parameters for obstacles and
terrain features in proximity to the aircraft. For example,
obstacles may include flares, gas vents, chimneys and
other emission sources. The databases may be separate
with one database for terrain and a separate database
for obstacles. In other embodiments, the databases may
be combined into a single entity. Additionally, the data-
bases may be located on board the aircraft along with
the rest of the system. Alternatively, the databases may
be remotely located on the ground and provide the pa-
rameters to the system on board the aircraft via a com-
munications link. The terrain and obstacle parameters
are provided to a core synthetic vision processor 104.
The synthetic vision processor uses a synthetic vision
system (SVS) generator 106 to create a graphic overlay
of the terrain and obstacles based on the parameters.
[0010] An imaging camera 110 on board the aircraft
creates an image of emission vapors that are vented from
such facilities as offshore oil platforms, oil drilling rigs,
petrochemical processing plants, etc. The emission va-
pors are typically byproduct gases from these facilities.
The most common gases, such as methane, are typically
invisible and may only be detected by temperature data
recorded by a camera. For example, an infrared (IR) cam-
era may be used to capture a thermal image of a facility
to reveal the presence of emission vapors. One example
of such an IR camera is a forward-looking infrared (FLIR)
system. In other embodiments, the imaging camera may
be a lowlight amplification device commonly referred to
as a "night vision" camera. In still other embodiments,
both an IR camera and a lowlight camera may be used
in conjunction with each other. It should be understood
that the imaging camera can create an image of various
types of industrial exhausts, flares, plumes and smoke
in various visibility conditions.
[0011] A combined vision processor 108 receives both
the graphic overlay image and the emission vapors im-
ages. It combines the two by overlaying the emission
vapor thermal signature image on the graphic image to
create a combined "synthetic image". The synthetic im-
age is a combination of the graphic overlay that shows
the location of terrain and obstacles as well as the loca-
tion of any vented gases that may be undesirably ingest-
ed into the aircraft’s engines. In some embodiments, the

combined vision processor may add colors to the image
of the gases in order to provide greater contrast to the
synthetic image. As such, the synthetic image enables a
threat assessment of the presence of emission vapors
to the aircraft. FIG. 2a shows an example of a thermal
image 200 taken from a FLIR system that shows of an
offshore oil platform 202 with a plume of emission vapors
204.
[0012] Returning now to FIG. 1, an exhaust threat cal-
culator 112 receives the synthetic image for threat anal-
ysis to the aircraft. The calculator receives additional in-
puts 116 including: wind speed and direction; environ-
mental conditions; operational status of the ground facil-
ity; etc. The calculator also receives industrial exhausts
characteristics from a camera calibration database 114.
For example, various industrial gases have different tem-
perature signatures that can impact the nature of the im-
age of the emission vapors. Once all the data, charac-
teristics and images are collected, the emissions threat
calculator creates a threat zone for the aircraft based on
the intensity and flow direction of the emission vapors.
The threat zone is based on the aircraft’s present flight
trajectory and other flight parameters. If the emission va-
pors are present and are postulated to be a threat to the
aircraft, the exhaust threat calculator generates an alert
for the aircraft crew 118. The alert may be an audio warn-
ing, a visual warning or both. Additionally, an avoidance
advisory system 120 may generate cues for the pilot of
the aircraft with suggested maneuvers 122 to avoid the
emission vapors in some embodiments. The suggested
maneuvers may be an audio message, a visual message
or both.
[0013] In other embodiments, the system may include
a combined vision system (CVS) that displays the com-
bined synthetic image for the aircraft crew. The CVS typ-
ically is displayed in the primary flight display (PFD) for-
mat, which provides a perspective view of the outside
environment from the cockpit. However, the emission
threat information may be represented on a wide variety
of display formats including a primary flight display (PFD),
a lateral map and/or a vertical situational display (VSD)
which provides various views of the outside of the aircraft.
The CVS may utilize a three (3D) dimensional display to
add depth perception for the crew. In other embodiments,
the CVS may utilize a heads-up display (HUD). FIG. 2b
shows an example of a CVS image that is a flight display
210 with an overlay of the thermal image 200 shown pre-
viously in FIG. 2a. The combined synthetic image shows
the thermal image of the offshore oil platform 202 and
the emissions vapor plume 204 overlaid on the flight dis-
play.
[0014] With continued reference to FIGS. 1 , 2a and
2b, FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of a method for creating a
composite visual image of emission vapors in proximity
to an aircraft in accordance with another exemplary em-
bodiment. In this embodiment, a graphic overlay is cre-
ated 302 with parameter data from the terrain database
306 and the obstacle database 304. A thermal signature
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of emission vapors 308 is reflected in the image data
acquired from a camera imaging system. Both the graph-
ic overlay and the thermal image are combined 312 into
a synthetic image. The synthetic image is analyzed for
emission vapors in proximity to the aircraft 314. If no
emission vapors are present 316 this embodiment will
continue to monitor the thermal images for new emission
vapors. However, if emission vapors are detected, and
alert is generated for the aircraft 318 and cues are pro-
vided with suggested avoidance maneuvers 320. In other
embodiments, the suggested avoidance maneuvers may
be input directly into an auto-pilot system for automated
threat avoidance.
[0015] As an illustrative example of one embodiment,
the method may apply to a helicopter on approach to an
offshore oil platform. As the helicopter begins its ap-
proach, the onboard system retrieves the parameters
and dimensions of the oil platform from the onboard ob-
stacle database with the synthetic vision processor. The
processor uses an SVS graphics generator to create a
graphic overlay of the dimensions of the oil platform. Si-
multaneously, a FLIR camera takes a thermal image of
any methane gas being vented by the platform. The com-
bined vision processor combines the graphic overlay with
the thermal image while highlighting the methane gas in
a contrasting color. The combined graphic overlay and
thermal image form a synthetic image which is displayed
on an CVS for the helicopter pilot. The CVS displays the
synthetic image as part of a HUD on the front windscreen
of the helicopter.
[0016] Meanwhile, the exhaust threat calculator re-
ceives the wind speed, wind direction and status of the
oil platform’s flare. The system also retrieves the thermal
characteristics of methane gas from the onboard camera
database. The presence of methane gas is identified from
the image along with its density and flow direction. The
enhanced threat calculator creates a threat zone for the
helicopter. Based on the helicopter’s current flight path,
the helicopter will enter the threat zone. The system pro-
vides an audio warning to the pilot along with a visual
warning on the HUD. The system also provides instruc-
tions to the pilot to pull up and circle the oil platform at a
designated altitude that maintains a safety margin out-
side of the threat zone until the methane gas cloud dis-
sipates.
[0017] One skilled in the art will appreciate that the
depiction of the system and the various components are
merely exemplary and are not limiting with respect to size
of the components or location within the system. Thus,
the present disclosure is not limited to any specific layout
and the system may include additional electronic com-
ponents not shown in its implementation.
[0018] Those of skill in the art will appreciate that the
various illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, and
algorithm steps described in connection with the embod-
iments disclosed herein may be implemented as elec-
tronic hardware, computer software, or combinations of
both. Some of the embodiments and implementations

are described above in terms of functional and/or logical
block components (or modules) and various processing
steps. However, it should be appreciated that such block
components (or modules) may be realized by any
number of hardware, software, and/or firmware compo-
nents configured to perform the specified functions. To
clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and
software, various illustrative components, blocks, mod-
ules, circuits, and steps have been described above gen-
erally in terms of their functionality. Whether such func-
tionality is implemented as hardware or software de-
pends upon the particular application and design con-
straints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans
may implement the described functionality in varying
ways for each particular application, but such implemen-
tation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a
departure from the scope of the present invention. For
example, an embodiment of a system or a component
may employ various integrated circuit components, e.g.,
memory elements, digital signal processing elements,
logic elements, look-up tables, or the like, which may
carry out a variety of functions under the control of one
or more microprocessors or other control devices. In ad-
dition, those skilled in the art will appreciate that embod-
iments described herein are merely exemplary imple-
mentations
[0019] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules,
and circuits described in connection with the embodi-
ments disclosed herein may be implemented or per-
formed with a general purpose processor, a digital signal
processor (DSP), an application specific integrated cir-
cuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or
other programmable logic device, discrete gate or tran-
sistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any com-
bination thereof designed to perform the functions de-
scribed herein. A general-purpose processor may be a
microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may
be any conventional processor, controller, microcontrol-
ler, or state machine. A processor may also be imple-
mented as a combination of computing devices, e.g., a
combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality
of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in con-
junction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.
The word "exemplary" is used exclusively herein to mean
"serving as an example, instance, or illustration." Any
embodiment described herein as "exemplary" is not nec-
essarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous
over other embodiments.
[0020] The steps of a method or algorithm described
in connection with the embodiments disclosed herein
may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software mod-
ule executed by a processor, or in a combination of the
two. A software module may reside in RAM memory, flash
memory, ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM
memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-
ROM, or any other form of storage medium known in the
art. An exemplary storage medium is coupled to the proc-
essor such the processor can read information from, and
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write information to, the storage medium. In the alterna-
tive, the storage medium may be integral to the proces-
sor. The processor and the storage medium may reside
in an ASIC. The ASIC may reside in a user terminal. In
the alternative, the processor and the storage medium
may reside as discrete components in a user terminal.
[0021] In this document, relational terms such as first
and second, and the like may be used solely to distinguish
one entity or action from another entity or action without
necessarily requiring or implying any actual such rela-
tionship or order between such entities or actions. Nu-
merical ordinals such as "first," "second," "third," etc. sim-
ply denote different singles of a plurality and do not imply
any order or sequence unless specifically defined by the
claim language. The sequence of the text in any of the
claims does not imply that process steps must be per-
formed in a temporal or logical order according to such
sequence unless it is specifically defined by the language
of the claim. The process steps may be interchanged in
any order without departing from the scope of the inven-
tion as long as such an interchange does not contradict
the claim language and is not logically nonsensical.
[0022] Furthermore, depending on the context, words
such as "connect" or "coupled to" used in describing a
relationship between different elements do not imply that
a direct physical connection must be made between
these elements. For example, two elements may be con-
nected to each other physically, electronically, logically,
or in any other manner, through one or more additional
elements.
[0023] While at least one exemplary embodiment has
been presented in the foregoing Detailed Description, it
should be appreciated that a vast number of variations
exist. It should also be appreciated that the exemplary
embodiment or exemplary embodiments are only exam-
ples, and are not intended to limit the scope, applicability,
or configuration of the invention in any way. Rather, the
foregoing Detailed Description will provide those skilled
in the art with a convenient road map for implementing
an exemplary embodiment of the invention. It being un-
derstood that various changes may be made in the func-
tion and arrangement of elements described in an exem-
plary embodiment without departing from the scope of
the invention as set-forth in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A system for generating an alert to the presence of
emission vapors for a low altitude in-flight aircraft,
comprising:

an obstacle database containing parameters of
obstacles in proximity to the aircraft;
a terrain database containing parameters of ter-
rain in proximity to the aircraft;
a synthetic vision processor in operable com-
munication with the obstacle database and the

terrain database, the synthetic vision processor
configured to create a graphic overlay of the ter-
rain and the obstacles based on the parameters
in the obstacle database and the terrain data-
base;
an imaging camera configured to create a ther-
mal image of emission vapors detected in prox-
imity to the aircraft;
a combined vision processor in operable com-
munication with the synthetic vision processor
and the imaging camera, the combined vision
processor configured to combine the graphic
overlay with the thermal image of the emission
vapors to create a combined synthetic image;
an emissions threat calculator in operable com-
munication with the combined vision processor
and configured to analyze for the presence of
emission vapors in proximity to the aircraft
based on the combined synthetic image, current
environmental conditions in proximity to the air-
craft, and characteristics of the emission vapors;
an alert system in operable communication with
the emissions threat calculator and configured
to alert the aircraft to the presence of emission
vapors detected by the emissions threat calcu-
lator; and
an advisory system in operable communication
with the emissions threat calculator and config-
ured to generate cues the pilot of the aircraft with
suggested maneuvers to avoid the emission va-
pors.

2. The system of Claim 1, further comprising:
an enhanced vision system configured to display the
combined synthetic image for the aircraft crew.

3. The system of Claim 2, where the enhanced vision
system provides a three dimensional (3D) display.

4. The system of Claim 2, where the enhanced vision
system provides a heads-up display (HUD).

5. The system of Claim 1, where the imaging camera
creates a lowlight image of emission vapors detected
in proximity to the aircraft.

6. The system of Claim 1, where the combined vision
processor adds color to the thermal image of the
emission vapors to improve visual contrast of the
synthetic image.

7. The system of Claim 1, where the emissions threat
calculator analyzes the emission vapors for intensity
and flow direction.

8. The system of Claim 7, where the emissions threat
calculator creates a threat zone for the aircraft.
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9. The system of Claim 8, where the threat zone is
based on the aircraft’s present flight trajectory.

10. A method for generating an alert to the presence of
emission vapors for a low altitude in-flight aircraft,
comprising:

retrieving obstacle parameters for obstacles in
proximity to the aircraft from an obstacle data-
base;
creating a graphic overlay based on the obstacle
parameters using a synthetic vision processor;
retrieving images of emission vapors in proxim-
ity to the aircraft from an imaging camera;
combining the graphic overlay with the images
of emission vapors to create a synthetic image
with a combined vision processor;
analyzing the synthetic image for the presence
of emission vapors in proximity to the aircraft
with an exhaust threat calculator;
generating an alert for the aircraft if emission
vapors are detected within a threat zone to the
aircraft created by the exhaust threat calculator;
and
suggesting avoidance maneuvers for the aircraft
to avoid the threat zone to the aircraft.

11. The method of Claim 10, further comprising:
retrieving terrain parameters for terrain in proximity
to the aircraft from a terrain database; and
combining the terrain parameters with the obstacle
parameters to create a graphic overlay using the syn-
thetic vision processor.

12. The method of Claim 10, where the exhaust threat
calculator analyzes the intensity and flow direction
of emission vapors to create the threat zone to the
aircraft.

13. The method of Claim 10, where the suggested avoid-
ance maneuver is input into an auto-pilot system for
the aircraft that automatically implements the sug-
gested avoidance maneuver.
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